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Kid's Catalog Moves to the Web
Industry-leading resource leaps into the next generation of information access
CARL Corporation has announced the
development of a World Wide Web version of
Kid's Catalog. Kid's Catalog Web will follow
the guiding principles of the original Kid's
Catalog development: to provide an
environment that not only opens the
information world to children, but helps them
learn as well.

Like the original version, Kid's Catalog
Web will provide easy access to library
materials, but the catalog will be a stronger
educational and curricular aid, with content
and research agents built in to help children
achieve success in their school work. There will
also be features dedicated to parents and
teachers, including curriculum and learning
resources.

According to Nathan Frick, product
manager, "The World Wide Web allows
libraries to go beyond the possibilities of a
graphical interface, in terms of the broad range
of media types and content available, and in
terms of the array of information that is being
developed for kids on the web." In addition,
the web version of Kid's Catalog will allow
children to use the same intelligent interface
from the classroom, the school library, the
public library, and home.

Paula Busey, one of the
original developers of Kid's
Catalog, is on the team
creating the web version.
"We are building on the
original research done for
Kid's Catalog, and we're
working to ensure that this
new version engages
children's creative and
critical thinking skills more

effectively," Busey said.
Busey added, "Kid's Catalog Web will

differ substantially from the original in that it
will be much more interactive, letting children
take notes as they work, compile research
bibliographies, use collaborative learning tools,
and optionally publish their projects and
papers." Full text, multimedia, readers'
advisory resources, online encyclopedias,
youth-oriented web sites, and reference tools
will be woven in, creating a fully realized
program for research and knowledge synthesis.

CARL is developing web toolkits that will
allow the library to easily customize Explore
paths and include links to all types of data.

The web version of Kid's Catalog will be
easier for librarians and system administrators
to update and customize. Since the web pages
can be maintained on a single server in the
library, updates will be immediately available
to every user without modifying the software at
the desktop.

With the capabilities inherent in the web
and HTML styleguides, the web version of
Kid's Catalog will be compatible with text-to
speech synthesizers. This capability will make
information resources available to children just

learning to read as well as
those with visual
disabilities. The product

'-----------..,,;.!will also support Unicode
characters in MARC
records, making it
translatable into any
language.

Kid's Catalog Web is
currently in development.
The first phase is planned

~~~b!I for release in summer 1999.



The 1998 Libraries of CARL

calendar included this photo

from the University of Hawaii at

Manoa Library.

·· raries of CARL Calendar-Call for
Submissions
We're seeking submissions for our annual Libraries of CARLcalendar. This has been a popular
item for the last two years, but to make it a success,we need your photos. If your library has eye
catching architectural details that you'd like to share with the rest of the world, send us a photo.

Of course, we must require permission to reproduce any photos submitted, and to retouch photos.
Submissionof photos indicates acceptance of these terms.

Sendyour submissions-prints are preferred, but slides are also acceptable-to Jeff Holland at
CARLCorporation: 3801 E. Florida, Suite 300, Denver, Colorado, 80210.
Submissionsmust be received by October 16, 1998.

1998 CARL User Meeting
If you cannot make it to the 1998 User Group Meeting, you can still get the materials from the
presentations. The full binder is available for $40 (limited quantities) or contents only for $15.

Be sure to plan to attend the 1999 meeting, to be held in September in Colorado. look for details
in future issuesof @CARL.

Look for CARL at these Upcoming Events
September 26-28
CARLUser Meeting
San Antonio, Texas

October 15-19
Colorado Library Association
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Booth #205

November 2-5
Internet Librarian
Monterey, California
Booth #202

November 5-6
Arizona Library Association
Phoenix, Arizona
Booth #301

November 14-17
California Library Association
Oakland, California
Booth #1015

November 22-24
CARLDirectors Retreat
Maui, Hawaii

ALA 1998 in Washington,DC

September 27-30
ENLINEA
Monterey, Mexico

October 21-23
Ohio Library Council
Columbus, Ohio
Booth #810
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S11nAntbnib, T•ll11.1 If you would like a binder or contents, please contact Lisa Gonzales at lrsag@carl.orgor

Septuuver 26-28, r'7'78 303-758-3030xl54.\ *\_\

October 12-14
Online World
Washington, DC
Booth #209

October 25-27
Illinois Library Association

Chicago, Illinois
Booth #1332

October
28-November 1
New York Library
Association
Rochester, New York



CARL Welcomes National Library ol Singapore
CARLwelcomes the National Library Board
(NLB)of Singapore to the community of
CARL library systemusers. The NLB serves the

3.3 million people of Singapore through
~~~"""'~:..:I its three-tier hierarchy of libraries

~~~====::::;;g;~~;;;;=;=;~==iregional, community, and community
children's libraries-which cater to

• 111DJl£lmllt4!M.@4111illll II Singaporeans from all walks of life.
The first phase of the implementation

is scheduled to be completed by first
iilii'<t-10: mPro•otw•""•'"b'~ ll:l<illll!!:mtl:'ll quarter 1999. The CARLInformation

o!;
llllfill~: <PH'1"¥:i<H~i Management and DeliverySystem

NDto•M.c•nm 1 (IMDS)installed in Singapore's public
0>nnzmu1.mH -~~ I libraries will circulate over 30 million

items annually. The systemwill also be
:;;z~nr~"""''"'',,..,. wu;;;;;;;;JI used by the Singapore Integrated Library

Automation Service(SILAS)for its
cataloging utility and National Union
Catalogue, which will contain over 12 million
titles. SILASis used by more than 100 libraries
and organizations in Singapore.

In February 1998, CARLpassed an
industry-leading benchmark required by NLB's
selectioncriteria, processingpeak hour loads of
more than 9000 circulation transactions per
minute with less than 1second response time,
while simultaneously processingmore than
2800 search transactions per minute (see

http://www.carl.org/news/benchmark.html for
details on the benchmark).

CARL also demonstrated a multilingual
version of its CARLwebOPAC-based on
Unicode-which can store, index, search and
display in Chinese and other non-Roman
languages. The multilingual CARLwebcan
toggle between languageswithout losing the
context of the search (seethe previous issue of
@CARL-http://www.carl.org/news/atcarl/
atcarl5.html-for details about CARL's
multilingual interface).

The early versions of the multilingual
interface have sparked excitement from
librarians in the U.S. and abroad. CARL's
interface design is unique in the industry as it
allows the user to switch languageswithout
losing the context of the search-a useful
feature for searchers and instructors in
multilingual environments. Another unique
feature of CARL's Chinese interface is an
indexing structure that allows the user to sort
browse results by Pinyin or radical/stroke, two
common sorting methods in use for Chinese.
The Chinese interface also interlaces traditional
and simplifiedcharacters in the index for more
complete search results regardless of the record
source.

The Future ol CARLweb Photo Imaging
Los AngelesPublic Library hosted a meeting
recentlywith Chicago Public Library and
CARLstaff to showcase their CARLwebphoto
imaging project. LAPLshared their experiences
with staff, workflow, cataloging, implementa
tion and technology considerations with CPL,
who is launching a major initiative of their own
this fall. The group also discussedmarketing
digitizedproducts through CARLweb.

The second day of the meeting was spent
with Getty Museum staff and touring the
cataloging facilities for various photo
digitization projects. The Getty group is
working to provide strong context for photo
collections for the communities of Los Angeles,
and is testing some of the latest technologies to
provide enhanced access.

Denver Public Library, Los AngelesPublic
Library and Gonzaga Universityhave provided
invaluable design input for the development of
CARL's photo digitization software. The

CARLwebinterface will evolve to duplicate the
full functionality of the Everybody's Catalog
version, and will include significant
improvements such as letting patrons order
photos from the bibliographic record, and
providing staff with tools to create pathfinders
with pre-constructed searches.These
pathfinders will present a subject approach that
markets the strengths of the collection to users
coming in from anywhere in the world. New
searching techniques will allow users to find
photographs based on features of the image
itself, in addition to traditional subject and
photographer access.

Los AngelesPublic Library's photo
imaging site is http://catalog.lapl.org:1080/
a photo.html. More information on the LAPL,
Gonzaga, and Denver Public Library photo
imaging implementations, see@CARL:
http://www.carl.org/news/atcarl/atcarl4.html.
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The CARLweb versionof the Community
:lnformationmodule includes hot links to
sites described in the record.

CARL Community lnlormalion Modules
Create an invaluable patron resource for your library
CARL's Community Information software
allows a library to design point-and-dick access
to local neighborhood or government
information from either Everybody's Catalog or
CARLweb.

With the module, a library builds a
Community Information database usingMARC
records. Information that can be described in
the record includes organizations, associations,

! clubs, agencies,programs, services,and
community events.

Once the database has been developed,
patrons search the indexed information via
Windows or the web. Users can browse lists of
elected officials,find resources by name or type,
or find any program or servicehighlighted by
the library. Tools are provided for customizing
search paths, graphics, and language, so that
the library can build a resource that is uniquely
adapted for the community it serves.

The Windows version uses the Everybody's
Catalog interface and provides an extensive
icon library to help the library create search
paths. Users simplypoint-and-click on colorful,
descriptivegraphics until they reach the desired
information.

The web version uses the CARLweb
interface with familiar search features such as
drop-down boxes, graphics, and hot links. If
the library includes the web address of an
agency in a bibliographic record, patrons will
be able to link to the sites described in the
record. Additionally, Community Information
can be presented in English and Spanish as well
as Unicode-basedlanguages such as Chinese.

For more information about the
Community Information modules, contact your
client representative (888-439-2275 or 303-
758-3030), send e-mail to info@carl.org,or
visit the CARLWeb site {http://www.carl.org).

Novelist Featured in N. Carolina Relerence Project
Novelist, CARLCorporation's electronic
readers' advisory resource, is available to North
Carolina libraries as part of NC LIVE.NC
LIVEis a state-wide effort designed to provide
universal accessto a core group of reference
and research materials online.

With fiction circulation accounting for
67% of the total circulation of North

"'"''h···lllllllm lili+ll11lmliHBl!Ill·•
Sanibel flats 4-,

Carolina's public libraries,
Novelist was viewed as one of
the few databases that speaks to a
large segment of public library
users-those who use the library
primarily or exclusivelyto borrow
fiction.While essential to public
libraries, Novelist was viewed as
an attractive offering by all of the
organization's members.

NC LIVEincludes the
Universityof North Carolina
libraries, North Carolina's
community collegelibraries,
independent collegeand university
libraries in North Carolina, the
state's public libraries, and the

""""'__ .,...__,;;,.:;..;.,;.;;.;..:;.~~;..::;;:.~=~;..;;;.:;;;;:............,.~-r.-1::i1State Library of North Carolina.
Through NC LIVE,North

Carolina libraries share a vision of each library
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serving as a gateway to the total library
resources in the state as well as to a rich array
of electronic information. NC LIVEis funded
by state and federal sources.

Novelist is CARL's readers' advisory
resource designed to meet the needs of the
fiction readers who use libraries and the library
staff that serves them. Introduced in March
1994, the product is now licensedfor use in
one out of every six public library buildings in
the U.S.The Novelist database provides
enhanced subject access to over 63,000 fiction
titles for readers of all ages.

NC LIVEis the product's most recent
statewide license;the first Novelist statewide
licensewas awarded in 1996 when it was one
of the first two databases selectedby the Ohio
Public Library and Information Network
(OPLIN). In addition to Ohio and North
Carolina, the product has state-wide licensesin
Tennessee, Illinois, and Wyoming. For more
information about NC LIVE,visit the NC LIVE
web site at http://www.dcr.state.nc.us/hottopic/
nclive/nclive-l.htm.

For more information about Novelist,
visit the Novelist web site at
http://www.carl.org/NoveList.html, e-mail
novelist@carl.org,or call 888-439-2275.



One of SAPL's bookmobile laptops and AirCards.

Live From the Bookmobile
San Antonio connects live wilh CDPDcellular modems
This fall, the San Antonio Public Library
(SAPL)will be implementing live connections
from their bookmobiles via cellular modems.
The new servicewill allow bookmobile patrons
to connect to the PublicAccessCatalog, and

will allow library staff to accessCARL
Circulation live as an alternative to using
Auxiliary Circulation and uploading data
at the end of the day.

SAPLhad previously experimented
with traditional analog cellular modems,
but found that analog cellular suffered
from signal degradation and interference.
Analog cellular is stable enough for voice
communications, but modems require
few, if any, interruptions. Soon after
dropping analog cellular for their
bookmobile service,the library became
aware of a new technology that the city's

Information ServicesDepartment was testing
Cellular Digital Packet Data (CDPD).

CDPD is an Internet Protocol (IP) packet
switched system,which carries IP packets over
unused cellular voice channels. The CDPD
channels are connected to the Internet, which
allows mobile users to connect to any entity on
the web as well as access the local CARL
System.SinceCDPD does not require a
dedicated channel, signal degradation and

Year 2000 ILS Rolling Out

interference are not as serious problems as they
are with traditional cellular.

Initial tests of the CDPD connections at
SAPLwere flawless.Roger Colunga, systems
manager for San Antonio Public Library, said,
"I was amazed!With this technology, I could
walk and drive anywhere in San Antonio and
not lose the connection." In testing, they have
maintained connections at 9,600-24,600bps.

Sincethe Internet connection is maintained
by the serviceprovider (in San Antonio's case,
the city Information ServicesDepartment) there
is no remote access server to buy and
administer. The only hardware needed is a pair
of PCMCIA cards for the remote laptop
computers. SAPLordered their CPDPcards
called "AirCards" from SierraWireless
(http://www.sierrawireless.ca/).CPDP is
available in most major metropolitan areas.

For more information on CPDP and other
wirelessmodem technologies, or for help in
starting this sort of project at your library,
please contact your client representative or
Lynn Bashaw at CARL (888-439-2275,
lbashaw@carl.org).An in-depth article from
CARLstaff on cellular modems is available on
http://www.carl.org/Libforum.html. Other
information can be found on
http://www.wirelessdata.org.

MIC, CPL, Bibliomation, and MCPL successfully converted over the summer
CARLCorporation has completed conversion
of its Integrated Library Systemto Year 2000
compliance, and is successfullyinstalling the
software throughout its customer base.

The first conversionwas the Maryland
Interlibrary Consortium (MIC), which
converted to the Y2K code and file set between
the morning of June 6 and the morning of June
7. MIC includesHood College,Loyola Notre
Dame, and Mount St. Mary's College.

Chicago Public Library-one of the largest
single institution sites on the CARLSystem
has been the largest conversion, with filesand
data structures moved to Year 2000 formats
over the July 4 weekend. The library opened as
usual on Sunday,July 5, using the CARLY2K
code and file set. Over 12 million records were
converted.

The Bibliomation consortium in
Connecticut came up on Y2K on August 25.
The consortium consists of 44 separate
institutions in a global circulation environment.
File conversions took 26 hours of the two and
a half day rollout.

Monroe County Public Library was
converted over Labor Day weekend. Over 4.6
million records were converted in 22 hours of
the two day rollout. The libraries opened as
usual on the morning of Tuesday, September 8,
with all staff and patron modules ready.

"Thorough planning and testing have paid
off," said LindyNaj, CARLVP for Customer
Support and Contract Services."The
conversions have been manageable, and we've
had no unscheduled downtime for the
libraries."

@CARL I s
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Take Advantage of the Latest Release of UnCoverWeb
UnCover is pleased to announce the availability
of an improved version of UnCoverWeb, a

graphical interface that allows users to
search and order journal articles from the
UnCover database via the World Wide
Web. Version 2.0 of UnCoverWebwas
introduced in late June at the ALA
Annual Conference in Washington, DC,
and is now available to the public by
pointing/bookmarking your web browser
to http://uncweb.carl.org.

UnCoverWeb2.0 uses the same
commands as the previous version, so
users will not have to re-learn anything.
Severalkey enhancements have been
added to make version 2.0 a more
powerful and convenient resource for

searchers and document deliveryusers.
Someof the new features of UnCoverWeb

2.0 include:

DATE LIMITINC.
In response to customer feedback, a date
limiting option has been incorporated into
UnCoverWebthat allows users to narrow
results sets by specifying the years of
coverage when performing a keyword or
author/name search.

NEW SCREEN DESIC.NS
The layout and appearance of the
UnCoverWebinterface was revamped to
make navigation more fluid for first time
users as well as uncover veterans.

ACCESS TO SEAR.CH HISTORY
UnCoverWebusers can now view the Search
History for their current session and
relaunch any of the previous searches by
simply clicking on the appropriate link.

E-MAILINC. CAPABILITIES FOR. CITATIONS
After locating an article citation, a user
place an order for the full-text or send the
bibliographic information to a specified e
mail address for later reference.

MORE STREAMLINED SEAR.CHINC. AND OR.DER.INC.
FUNCTIONALITY INCLUDINC.!

;.-.the ability to view a specific year's issues
when browsing editions from extensively
indexed titles

;.-.the ability to log-in or create a profile at
anytime without losing context of the
search session

Please check out UnCoverWeb 2.0 for yourself.
If you have any questions, please contact
UnCover by phone (800-787-7979 or 303-758-
3030) or e-mail (uncover@carl.org).

More Libraries Select Dialog@CARL
Intuitive interface brings hundreds of DIALOGdatabases to end users
CARL is pleased to welcome the following
libraries to the Dialog@CARLfamily:

Boulder Public Library (CO)

Aug.26.199826
Aug. 1998

City University of Hong Kong

Contra Costa Community College District
(CA)

Search type: Text Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton
County

University of Mississippi Libraries

Washington and Lee University (VA)

Offered exclusivelyby CARL to academic
and public libraries, Dialog@CARLis an
end-user, web interface to approximately
300 DIALOG databases. Subscriptions to
Dialog@CARLare offered on a flat annual

fee basis which allows a library to pay one
yearly invoice for unlimited searchingwith no
per transaction fees.

With Dialog@CARL,a novice end-user can
independently search a multidisciplinary
collection of fileswith the intuitive point-and
click interface. Dialog@CARLincludes features
such as truncation, Boolean, adjacency, and
limiters for more experienced information
gatherers to construct complex searches.

Severalsubscription options are available
to allow a library to select the Dialog@CARL
database package that most suits its patrons'
referenceneeds. For more information,
including trial opportunities of Dialog@CARL,
please call (888-439-CARLor 303-758-3030),
e-mail (dialog@carl.org)or visit our web site
(http://dialog.carl.org).



uncover Customized Gateways
Enhance your periodical collection and empower your patrons
UnCover Customized Gateways offer a
powerful and economical system that enhances
the value of your library journal services.
Customized Gateways are a unique suite of
integrated servicesthat encourage use of your
on-shelf journal collection and provide an easy
to-use system to access journals not held by
your library. Customized Gateways include:

Holdingsmatch with the Uncover database of
nearly 18, 000 journal titles to create a
customized database that indicates library
owned titles as well as titles available
through uncover

Dedicated, 24-hour Internet access to the
database

Easy-to-use graphical interface for patrons to
independently search the database

Support for subsidized ordering of materials
that are not held by the library

Automated order blocking of items held by the
library

Detailed reports about the Gateway's usage

Holdings matched with uncover
Institutions using a Customized Gateway have
their serials holdings matched automatically
with the UnCover database. The result is a
unique database that indicates journal titles

available in the library as well as
:t±'E!'±±'::•* .. "" a 22 I ··~materials indexed in Uncover.

Matching provides a way for the
library's journal holdings to be
searchable online and extends the
collection by providing access to
materials in UnCover. On-screen
messagingcan indicate which titles

J are owned by the library and can
°""dbyRMU I!
°""''''RMU .Ieven include a summary holdings

~

statement indicating years of
--------- ownership. Holdings match

------------ ~·performed for a consortium
~ implementing a Gateway includes

messagingthat indicates which library in the
consortium owns a title.

-------------

Dedicated access for patrons
The customized database is made available to
the library's patrons via dedicated Internet
channels. This can include a web site with ports
reserved solely for the Gateway institution's
users. Accessand searching is available 24

hours a day and is available to remote users
who have Internet connectivity.

Point-and-Click interface upgraded
and easier than ever
A graphical interface utilizing popular web
features allows the user to search for materials
easily.The patron-friendly unmediated search
systemallows library staff to devote more time
to other pressing duties.

In conjunction with the roll-out of
UnCoverWeb 2.0 (seerelated article in this
issue of @CARL), the web interface to
UnCover Customized Gatewayswas also
upgraded and unveiled in late June. All current
and new Gateway customers are now running
Version 2.0 of the Gateway web interface,
which encompasses all the new enhancements
that were included in the new release of
UnCoverWeb.

SUMO
After locating an article of interest from a title
that is not owned by the library, a user can
place a library-subsidizedorder for the item
with the SUMO (SubsidizedUnMediated
Ordering) feature. The order is automatically
charged against an account that the library has
set up with UnCover. The user can specifythe
fax number for article delivery.

SUMO blocking
If a user places an order for an item that is
owned by the library, it will be automatically
blocked. Likewise, if the library sets a price
limit for subsidized article ordering, an
automated block prevents patrons from
ordering the item with library funds. An
override feature is built in and users are
permitted to order with their own credit cards.

Statistics about Gateway activity
Reports about the library's Gateway are
available for an institution to track and gauge
statistics such as which titles are ordered from
the most and the number of times each port in
the Gateway is accessed.The reports provide a
valuable snapshot of how an online servicefor
journal access and document deliverycan
benefit your library.

For more information about Gateways,
contact UnCover by phone (800-787-7979 or
303-758-3030) or e-mail (uncover@carl.org).

@CARL I 7
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uncover Congratulates LSU's Jane Kleiner
Kleiner receives Monroe Award, shares K.G. Saur Award with Charles Hamaker
The UnCover Company would like to offer a
round of applause for Louisiana State
University Libraries' Jane Kleiner, who was
recently recognized by her peers for her
contributions to librarianship.

Kleiner, LSU Libraries' Head of Collection
Development, received two awards during the
recent ALA Annual Conference in Washington,
DC: the K. G. Saur Award and the Margaret E.
Monroe Library Adult Services Award. The
first accolade, given by the Association of
College and Research Libraries, honors the
most outstanding article published in College
& Research Libraries during the prior volume
year. Kleiner and her co-author, Charles
Hamaker, Head of Technical Services at the
University of North Carolina-Charlotte,
received the award for their paper, "Libraries
2000: Transforming Libraries Using Document
Delivery, Needs Assessment, and Networked
Resources" (July 1997). [Note: the article is
available online at http://www.lib.lsu.edu/
colldev/serials.html or can be ordered from
UnCover at http://uncweb.carl.org.]

Kleiner and Hamaker describe the efficacy
and impact of LSU's efforts to expand journal
resources in the midst of escalating subscription
costs and cancellations. Three projects are the
focus of their article: 1) the introduction and
utilization of document delivery services by
LSU Libraries, 2) the survey and evaluation of
faculty journal needs, and 3) the development
of partnerships with other libraries to attract

and share grant funds.
Kleiner and Hamaker's article has been

lauded for its clear and concise explanation of
a model that could be used by other academic
libraries, and has recently been translated into
Chinese for the Journal of Academic Libraries.
UnCover users will be particularly interested in
the piece since UnCover was selected by the
LSU Libraries as the primary supplier for their
document delivery program. The article also
describes how LSU implemented an UnCover
Customized Gateway to offer enhanced
document delivery benefits to their patrons,
such as dedicated access, the 'ability to see what
is held in LSULibraries as well as what is
available through UnCover, and unmediated
ordering of articles with library subsidized
accounts, to name a few.

Kleiner was also commended for her
extraordinary contributions to library services
for adult patrons with the 1998 Margaret E.
Monroe Library Adult Services Award. The
Monroe Award is given by the Reference and
User Services Association, a division of ALA,
and recognizes a librarian who has made
significant contributions to library adult
services. CARL's own Duncan Smith, Novelist
product manager, was the 1997 Monroe
Award winner (see http://www.carl.org/news/
atcarl/atcarl2.html).

Please join us in toasting Jane Kleiner and
Charles Hamaker for these well-deserved
distinctions!

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, LIBRARY SOFTWARE REVIEW
VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
419 21ST AVE. SOUTH
NASHVILLE TN 37240
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